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Abstract— The dynamic of railway vehicle wheelsets is influenced by the actions of the conicity of the wheels and the creep forces acting between the wheels and rails. In this review paper, the dynamics analysis of wheelset has investigated, equations of motion have formulated and stability criteria obtained which indicate the effects of varying the various parameters of the system. The nature of the motion at the critical speed is investigated and the mode of energy conversion between the forward motion of the vehicle and the lateral motion of the wheelset is explained. From a dynamic analysis, it is shown how the critical speed of the wheelset slips and suspension stiffness relates to the kinematic motion.
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I. WHEELSET DYNAMICS

A. 1.1 Introduction

The wheelset is the combination of two wheels and single axle attached together in the bogie assembly of a railway vehicle. They are attached at the frame assembly beneath each end of a carbody. The two wheels are rigidly connected by an axle thus called wheelset, the pair of rails which provide two contacts points with two wheels from wheelset are also considered to be rigid. The wheelset and pair of rails two contact point are one in each rail. The wheel has conical profile which is one of the oldest and most important inventions in railway engineering, it provides effective guidance of the vehicle on a curved track by varying rolling radii of the wheels (True, 1993). Most North American freight railway have two bogies with two or three wheelsets, depending on the type of vehicle. The short freight railway vehicle generally have no bogies but instead have two wheelsets.

B. 1.2 Problem of statement

The conical profile (conicity) of the wheels as most important inventions in railway engineering, however, it has a serious side-effect, which is called kinematic oscillation. This oscillation is a swaying motion of a rail vehicle caused by the conicity of the wheel. It rises from the interaction between adhesion forces and inertial forces. At low speed, the force between wheels and rails at the contact point (adhesion) dominates but, as the speed increases, the forces between wheels and rails and inertial forces become comparable in magnitude and gradually the oscillation (hunting motion) begins at a critical speed. Above this critical speed, the motion can be violent, damaging track and wheels and potentially causing derailment.
C. 1.3 Objectives of this review paper

1) 1.3.1 Main objective
The main objective of this paper is to review studies related to dynamic analysis of bogie wheelset

2) 1.3.2 Specific objectives
• To review different types of papers available to effectively ascertain bogie wheelset dynamic analysis
• To comparing and analyzing the strength and weakness of previous studies related to bogie wheelset dynamic analysis
• To identify the research gap

D. 1.4 Significance of this review paper
The paper shows the merits and demerits associated with conicity, therefore to have coning profile in the wheel is inevitable and to counteract the problem caused by it there are some recommendations to consider. For example, large conicity is advantageous to pass sharp curves smoothly, but result to less hunting stability. To satisfy both of curving performance and running stability it’s recommended to use the wheels with conicity of 1/20 or 1/40. (Taylor, 2009)

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. 2.1 Introduction
Literature review gives comprehensive overview about previous research work done in bogie wheelset dynamics analysis, start with systematically searching for papers that focus on wheelset dynamics. Database search was conducted on well-known databases science direct, researchgate, Francis & Taylor, google scholar and Scopus. Keywords such as ‘wheelset’ ‘dynamics’ were searched in title. The focus was based in English academic papers and journal papers as well as conference proceedings that published recently. In the first step, term ‘wheelset’ then ‘dynamics’ were searched for, then in second step, manually checked titles was done. The third step, the related papers were searched following a forward snowball effect, by exploring citations and references of selected papers. Final step, a final refinement was made and sorting out all papers.

B. 2.2.1 Hunting oscillation
A hunting oscillation is a swaying motion of a railway caused by the coning action or conicity of which the directional stability of forces between wheel and rails depends. It can be caused by the interaction of adhesion forces and inertial forces. At low speed, the forces between wheels and rail dominates but, as the speed increases, the forces between rail and wheels and inertial forces become comparable in magnitude and the oscillation begins at a critical speed (Wickens, 1996). (Soleimani & Moavenian, 2017) At moderately high speed, the motion can be violent, damaging track and wheels and potentially causing derailment. This problem is because the wheels rotate at the same angular velocity, if the wheels would have differential unit the problem would have not occur. The abilities of curving and hunting stability usually require opposing properties on the bogie components. For example, large conicity is advantageous to pass sharp curves smoothly, but result to less hunting stability. To satisfy both of curving performance and running stability it’s recommended to use the wheels with conicity of 1/20 or 1/40. (Taylor, 2009)

Figure 3: Wheelset hunting motion

George Stephenson explained kinematic oscillation as wheelset dynamics, which resulted into vibration. This vibration is superposed on the steady rolling of the wheelset and represents a 3D motion, which is usually described by lateral displacement and yaw. The first analytical study was carried out by Klingel. Several extensions of Klingel’s theory appeared later partly related to the non-conical wheel profiles, partly related to wear. (Antali et al., 2015) Also, Iwnicki stated that, this kinematic oscillation is modified by the effects of creep. When combined with creep, the resulting oscillation is called hunting. Carter. FW derived the equations including creep, from which the critical speed can be determined above which steady rolling is unstable to hunting. (Carter & A, 1926)

C. 2.2.2 Self-steering ability
The self-steering ability (self-centering) is the function to return automatically to the center of the track when a wheelset moves to one side of the track after passing through the curve without using intentional steering manipulation. Railway vehicles they do not have steering wheels like that of automobiles hence the self-steering ability is produced by the difference of the radii of both side wheels in a wheelset. When a wheelset passing through the curve section, the wheelset moves to the outer side of the curve and the wheel on the outer rail contacts with the rail head in larger radius. Since both wheels are attached to a single axle hence, they will rotate with the same angular velocity, the outer side wheel runs faster than the other wheel, and thus the wheelset can pass the curve smoothly (Goodwin, 1987). (Soleimani & Moavenian, 2017). When a wheelset is running on straight track, the wheelset is displaced to one side of the track, the wheel of the
displaced side contacts with the rail head in larger radius and the wheel runs faster than the other one, and the wheelset returns to the center of the track. It should be known that the flanges has nothing to do with wheels passing through the curves or return back to the center of the track but rather the flanges are necessary in case such as passing sharper curves or prevent derailment caused by extraordinary lateral force. (Meijaard, 2016) According to the self-steering ability, if pure rolling is maintained, a wheelset can move back toward the center of the track when it displaces slightly to one side of the track. However, during the regaining motion, the wheelset might go beyond the center and this causes oscillatory motion called kinematic hunting.

![Figure 4: wheelset at curve and at straight track](Image)

### III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

#### A. 3.1 Introduction

Most of dynamics of wheelset used in railway vehicles is influenced by using wheelsets with conical wheels. As we know, the wheelset is a set of a pair of two wheels and an axle; the wheels are tightly pressed into a common axle, so the right and left wheels rotate with a common angular velocity. In wheelset each wheel's tread has a slant such that the radius of the wheel becomes smaller to the outer side of the axle. (Knudsen et al., 1994) This slant is called conicity or wheel tread gradient. Most wheels conicity is, either 1/20 or 1/40. Due to the influence of the conicity of the wheels, speed, creep forces, contact points, flange force and spring stiffness there are some characteristic dynamics resulted, from literature review the following table below compare the work of those researchers in wheelset dynamics analysis

### Table 1: Comparison of previous work done on wheelset dynamics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Weakness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S, Iwnicki</td>
<td>Modify the kinematic oscillation</td>
<td>Shows how creep forces and</td>
<td>No relationship between</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Simon Iwnicki, 2003)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### B. 3.2 Research gap

From reviewing the literature, we have seen about kinematic oscillation (hunting motion) that caused by conicity of the wheels profile as explained by different researchers, and how it affects the performance of train. None of the researcher explaining about relationship between coning profile and contact points. The presence of conicity in the railway wheel reduce the contact area between rail and the wheels hence reduce the rolling resistance and eventually increase running performance.

#### C. 3.2.1 Contact points

The high energy efficiency of railway transportation is made possible by the favorably low losses in the rolling contact between the hard surfaces of the wheel and rail, which meet only in a very small contact patch (Lewis, R., Olofsson, 2009). This small contact patch is also contributed by coning wheel profile, as the result of small contact patch the rolling resistance is reduced hence the railway running performance is increased.

#### D. 3.3 Recommendation for the future aspect

A railway wheelset, is one of the crucial parts that support the safe operation of railway vehicles. Wheels support the entire weight of cars; however, they cannot be designed as a fail-safe structure where a backup system by other parts can be applied in case of a serious problem. Therefore, absolutely high
reliability railway wheelset material is demanded in terms of strength, wear resistance, thermal crack and noise and vibration characteristics. Also, for better wheelset dynamic performance, the conicity of the wheel profile is recommended 1/20 or 1/40 according to UIC.

E. 3.4 Conclusion

The demand for the ride comfort of passengers is getting higher and higher each day, in addition, as the increase of vehicle speed and maintaining good ride quality demanding soar higher day by day, thus bogie system dynamics has to be taken into consideration. Bogie system comprises of wheelset and suspension system which are directly involved in vehicle good ride quality. So, when we are talking about wheelset dynamics, suspension systems are not to be left behind. Consider lateral vibration of a high-speed vehicle is mainly caused by long wavelength track irregularity which cause poor ride quality and its impacts is transferred to the vehicle body by wheelset, since the wheels are direct in contact with the track. To counteract such kind of problem, control techniques are to be applied in the suspension system of railway vehicles through application of variable damper in lateral connection between bogie and car body. The variable damper can change its damping coefficient electrically. This system is called semi-active suspension system since no active force is applied. The main reason to introduce semi-active system is to reduce lateral vibration in lateral direction which cause poor ride quality. The active suspension system uses hydraulic, pneumatic or electric actuators to apply control force (S. Iwnicki, 2009).
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